
  

Let your family members feel more ownership of their learning by giving them the power of
choice! Have them choose three activities in a row to make a tic tac toe!

Tic Tac Toe: Scripture Board

G AM E S   |  Fun Tips for Families

read scriptures
with a stuffed

animal

listen to the
scripture verses
online and follow

along

read scriptures in 
a tent or pillow fort

draw a picture
of what you
read about

act out the
scripture story

watch the videos
that correlate with 
the scripture verses

you read

call a family
member and ask

them their
thoughts about
what you read

answer the question:
“how does this

scripture apply to me
today?”

find a hymn or
primary song that

goes with the
scriptures you read

and sing it



  

Let your family members feel more ownership of their learning by giving them the power of
choice! Have them choose three activities in a row to make a tic tac toe!

Tic Tac Toe: family history Board

G AM E S   |  Fun Tips for Families

make a family
tree

 (be creative!)

find a song that
reminds you of one
of your ancestors
and share it with

your family

hang a picture of
one of your

ancestors in your
room

draw a picture
that goes with a
story of one of
your ancestors

act out a story
from one of

your ancestors

go on
familysearch.com

and research one of
your ancestors

call a family
member and

interview them
about their
childhood

listen or read a story
about one of your

ancestors then
answer the question:
“how does this story
apply to me today?”

write a story about
your life that you
would want your
grandkids to read



  

Let your family members feel more ownership of their learning by giving them the power of
choice! Have them choose three activities in a row to make a tic tac toe!

Tic Tac Toe: interview Board

G AM E S   |  Fun Tips for Families

what is your
favorite holiday

memory
growing up?

how did your parents
choose your name?

what is your first
childhood memory?

what was your
favorite game
growing up?

what do you
consider to be
your greatest
achievement?

what is the best
advice someone
ever gave you?

what historical
events have you
lived through?

what are some of
your favorite family

traditions?

what was your
greatest challenge

growing up?



  

Let your family members feel more ownership of their learning by giving them the power of
choice! Have them choose three activities in a row to make a tic tac toe!

Tic Tac Toe: journaling Board

G AM E S   |  Fun Tips for Families

write a memory attach a note 

answer a question

answer a question

answer a question

make a collage add stickers

write how the lesson
applies to you todaydraw a picture
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